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Kovacs, Andrew Stephen Ph.D., Purdue University, May 2015. Fully Electronic
Method of Measuring Post-release Gap and Gradient/Residual Stress of a MEMS
Cantilever . Major Professor: Dimitrios Peroulis.
Smartphones and other wireless devices have become ubiquitous over the past
decade, and the RF front-end inside of them has become more complex and dispropor-
tionately consumes more power compared to other components. Micro-electromechanical
systems (MEMS) have a huge potential to reduce these problems while simultaneously
offering superior performance compared to current leading-edge technology. However,
MEMS technology has difficulty transitioning from the lab to large-scale manufactur-
ing due to the unpredictability of device lifetime and manufacturability issues. This
can be mitigated by investigating how critical material or physical parameters (gap,
stress, Young’s modulus, material thickness, etc.) vary from manufacturing uncer-
tainties and how they change during a device’s repeated use. State-of-the-art methods
used to measure these parameters are limited by the fact that they must be made
optically, which is slow and hampered by opaque packaging used to protect the device.
This work presents a method of extracting the post-release gap and either the
residual gradient stress for nickel-electroplated MEMS cantilevers, or the residual
mean stress of a gold-electroplated MEMS cantilevers using fully electronic meth-
ods. The device structure consists of a cantilever beam anchored onto an insulating
substrate with two equally-sized contact pads distributed length-wise underneath the
beam.
The extraction algorithm relies on Finite Element Analysis (FEA) models to sim-
ulate the capacitance between the cantilever and the two contacts for a range of gaps
and tip deflections. The tip deflections relate either a range of radii of curvature for
xix
residual gradient stress extraction, or a range of beam deflection angles with respect
to the substrate for residual mean stress extraction. The simulated capacitances are
used to create a look-up table to match the measured capacitances to a unique gap
and tip deflection.
The optically-measured physical parameters, and the electronic capacitive mea-
surement of a calibration device are used in conjunction with the mesh to calculate
parasitic capacitance values. With parasitics known, an arbitrary number of sub-
sequent devices can be measured electronically and their corresponding gap and tip
deflection extracted. The extracted data is validated with optical measurements from
both a confocal laser microscope, and a Laser Doppler Vibrometer (LDV).
In addition, the sensitivity of the algorithm to uncertainties in physical parameters
are examined. This include: uncertainties in the dielectric constant of the substrate,
the thickness and dielectric constant of the material covering the two contacts, the
cantilever thickness, and the thickness of the gold comprising the contacts. The
statistical variation of these parameters was quantified and then the sensitivity of the
model to these variations is examined. The uncertainties created predictable, but
small uncertainties in the final extracted parameters of interest.
The extracted gap and tip deflection is then used to compute the range of the
cantilever’s radius of curvature, or its deflection angle, which in turn is used to find
the residual gradient and residual mean stress, respectively.
A total of eight nickel-electroplated devices and five gold-electroplated devices
were measured and characterized for gap and residual gradient and residual mean
stress. Good agreement was found between the optically and electronically measured
values even when accounting for all known uncertainties.
This methodology has been demonstrated to be suitable for a foundry mass pro-
duction line due to its potential high speed of measurement and accuracy, and minimal




Wireless device proliferation has impacted almost every person on the planet over
the past ten years. People from every geographic region and background have had
their everyday lives positively disrupted by the pervasiveness of smartphones and the
cloud. Future growth of the industry indicates that this reliance will only increase.
However, this growth has not come without costs.
The increase in wireless ubiquity means an ever-increasingly crowded radio fre-
quency (RF) spectrum. Each newly-released device or smartphone supports an ex-
panding number of wireless standards and protocols, which are usually crowded
around each other in the radio spectrum. One example of this crowded spectrum
can be seen in Fig. 1.1. Each protocol usually has its own radio subsystem with
components, and have their own spectrum of frequencies for communication, usually
all sharing the same antenna system. A wireless device such as a smartphone will
often need to switch between these different frequencies quickly and transparently
to the user, while also avoiding degradation of the signal or interference with other
radio subsystems. In modern phones, this is no small task, and it is done by the
radio system called the RF front-end, which has become increasingly complex year
over year.
One illustration of this increasing complexity in a modern 4G transceiver is shown
in Fig. 1.2. This has led to RF front-ends becoming much more sophisticated with
the drawback of a steadily increasing number of subsystems and parts and increased
power consumption [4]. When there are only a few frequency bands being used, the
overhead is not difficult to handle, but modern transceivers could have upwards of
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in the future as new wireless standards and technologies increase user functionality,
bandwidth and signal strength. As can be seen in the figure, each protocol requires
its own carrier wave generator, power amplifier, filter, et cetera which dramatically
increases the part count and also the expensive silicon space required in the front-
end. All of this continues to drive up the cost of each succeeding generation of RF
front-ends. [5].
Fig. 1.2. Block diagram of Fujitsu MB86L11A 2G/3G/4G LTE
Transceiver illustrating the complexity inherent in modern embedded
radio system present in devices such as smartphones. [6]
The radio bands and subsystems on a smartphone front-end must be electron-
ically isolated from each other to avoid any interference and retain signal quality,
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yet they need to be easily switchable to communicate through the antenna at any
time, almost instantly. Current means of isolation and switching are typically done
using GaAs or CMOS solid-state switches that have less than ideal isolation and loss
characteristics [7]. As more switching poles are required to switch between different
wireless subsystems, design and manufacture of these switches becomes much more
difficult. The demand for lower power consumption makes new power-conserving
designs critical for future technologies.
Clearly there is an opportunity to reduce this complexity by sharing components
and pathways rather than duplicating them, reducing power consumption at the
same time. It is a goal that requires a new paradigm in the design of front-ends, and
that new paradigm is Microelectromechanical Systems, or MEMS. MEMS technology
refers to the creation of small mechanical devices using micro-machining of (usually
planar) materials. Radio Frequency (RF) MEMS have already demonstrated their
high potential in a number of application areas within the framework of reconfigurable
RF front-ends [8]. MEMS not only allow a better way of switching RF pathways, but
they also create an opportunity for making a new class of tunable devices that can
drastically reduce the number of components in the front-end. Tunable filters [9], [10],
[11], [12], tunable matching networks/varactors [13], [14], [15], [16] and switches [17],
[18], [19] are the three most common MEMS components that could revolutionize the
fundamental design of RF front-ends.
However, significant challenges remain before MEMS can make significant progress
infiltrating the RF industry. The largest challenges are those of scalability and man-
ufacturability. There is a large disparity in device lifetime from device to device [20].
Many of these are caused by small changes in fabrication parameters, or fabrica-
tion yields are much lower than current technology allow, making MEMS a more
expensive option. It is currently unclear how these small changes affect final life-
time. While the scalability of RF MEMS is improving, it is still subject to large
variability from manufacturing variability and vulnerable to failure from mechanisms




Fig. 1.3. Example of RF MEMS components such as (a) RF Ohmic
switch [17], (b) Variable capacitor for matching networks [16], (c)
Capacitor shunt switch [20], and (d) Digital varactors for matching
network application [21]
tailed understanding of many of the underlying failure mechanisms for many classes
of MEMS devices. MEMS are also sensitive to a variety of different environmental
and biasing factors that can only be modeled using ideal laboratory measurements
that aren’t necessarily indicative of the real world [24]. Making the leap from devices
to systems requires significant manufacturing improvements that include the ability




After the fabrication process is complete, some of the most important geomet-
rical and material properties that need to be measured in RF MEMS switches, in
particular, are the a) post-release gap of the plate, bridge or cantilever beam, b)
residual mean and residual gradient stresses, c) Young’s modulus, d) Poisson’s ratio,
and e) material density of the moving structure. In this work we focus on simulta-
neously measuring the post-release gap and residual gradient stress or the residual
mean stress of the switch. The switch actuation voltage and insertion loss is a strong
function of these quantities, as are degradation mechanisms such as hysteresis and
creep [25]. Consequently, knowing the gap and residual stress of a switch at any
point during its life cycle could provide crucial insight about future lifetime, or other
desired characteristics.
Currently, only direct optical measurement can accurately determine the post-
release gap of a switch. In addition, several methods, [26], [27] have been proposed
to optically measure or characterize stress, all of them optically under a microscope
or profilometer and calculating it based on the deformation of a test structure. There
are also optical methods of measuring stress for a more typical MEMS device [28],
but it requires repeated optical measurement while under bias.
Further, a method of parameter extraction using laser Doppler vibrometry (LDV)
on electronically excited beams also demonstrates an ability to accurately measure
many parameters of interest such as residual stress, curvature, and boundary com-
pliance by measuring vibrational eigenmode frequencies of cantilevers and fixed-fixed
beams. The eigenmodes are sensitive to many different properties such as beam thick-
ness and moment of inertia, which are easily characterized optically. The measured
eigenmode can then be related to the desired parameter of interest such as stress to
a high degree of certainty [29].
While these optical methods are good at extracting accurate numbers for gap
and stress, measurements of this nature cannot be done in a quick manner for every
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device, and can only be done for a small sampling of devices. These methods may
be useful methods of characterization for research and development purposes, or for
rudimentary quality control during fabrication, but they all suffer from one limitation:
The device cannot be measured over a long period of time outside of a laboratory due
to the requirement of expensive optical hardware as well as that most commercial
MEMS packaging being opaque.
1.3 Electronic Monitoring
To this end, several methods have been proposed to measure these characteristics
electronically using test structures. For example, a method has been developed to
measure gap by electronic means [30], however it has several drawbacks: It requires
the derivation of a complicated capacitive model, and that model is highly sensitive
to uncertainties in measured parameters such as dielectric thickness or the fringing
field capacitance. Also, since the device must be pulled in to perform measurements,
dielectric charging could affect future extraction in uncertain ways. This will make
electronic extraction of gap over the device’s lifetime impossible. This methodology
was shown to measure the post-release gap to within approximately 10% of optical
measurement.
Another method called M-test [31] can electronically measure stress and Young’s
modulus using a pull-in measurements from different test structure geometries (can-
tilever, fixed-fixed beam, and clamped circular diaphragm), but it too ultimately relies
on nominal optical measurements of the devices to measure thickness of some mate-
rials, and a complicated intermediate computational model to compute the results.
It is able to measure Young’s modulus to within 4%.
A fully-electronic method also exists to measure Young’s modulus of materials that
are used to make up a specific test structure [32]. This method uses well-known prop-
erties of a lateral variable capacitor that is connected to an electrostatically-actuated
beam. When the beam is biased, it will deflect and move the lateral capacitive struc-
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ture in a predictable way and the capacitance can be easily read-out. However, this
was done with a crystalline material, and it is unclear how well this method is for less
ideal materials such as electroplated metals. This method was shown to find Young’s
modulus of a single-crystal silicon material to within 4%.
Electronically extracting Young’s modulus of individual thin films in a commercial
IC process can be found using electronic methods as well [33]. It requires optical
characterization of the thin film thicknesses, and then uses the measured vibrational
eigenmode to find the Young’s modulus. As before, this involves specialized structures
for measurement and some initial optical characterization. This method yields values
that are approximately 10% within measurement.
There are two problems that become apparent when examining these method-
ologies: The first is that many optical measurements are still required to determine
these values, although most of them are for thin films that can be done automatically
during fabrication. The second is that all of these structures are custom-made for
the task of extracting parameters of interest, and are not amenable to a real-world
device. A test structure cannot be used to monitor trends in measurements over the
device’s lifetime because it is not used as a real device, and so many of the failure
mechanisms will not exist or will be different entirely.
In this work, we present for the first time a new methodology that allows us to
accurately extract this gap and the accompanying residual gradient or residual mean
stress by using fully electronic means. A novel procedure that utilizes two active
pads underneath the structure allows us to accurately extract the actual gap of the
switch and the radius of curvature (and consequently the residual gradient stress),
or alternatively the beam angle (and consequently the residual mean stress). The
methodology is demonstrated for both nickel and gold cantilever beams (as shown in
Fig. 2.2) as the structure. The electronically measured gap and stress values are in
good agreement with the optically measured values. The design is easily integrable
into a real commercial MEMS switch, and can also be extended to measure both gra-
9
dient/residual stress simultaneously, and other parameters of interest such as Young’s
modulus/spring constant, or creep.
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2. ELECTRONIC MEASUREMENT OF THE RESIDUAL
GRADIENT STRESS OF MEMS CANTILEVERS
2.1 Discussion
In its most basic form, a cantilever beam MEMS device can be modeled as a
parallel plate capacitor. Given the lateral dimensions of the device, a known area
(A) and dielectric contact (ϵ), the distance (d) between the beam and the contact
underneath (which can be thought of as the “plates” of a parallel plate capacitor)





In practice, this method is complicated by the fact that there is fringing electric
field that extends outside of the parallel plates. This fringing field depends on many
factors such as geometry, lateral and vertical dimensions, surface roughness, etc. and
complicates the extraction of d by adding a term to the parallel plate capacitance.
Furthermore, the measurement equipment and layout of the device also creates par-
asitic electric fields that are not in any way linked to the fringing or parallel plate
fields. This parasitic field will create a parasitic capacitance that further complicates
the equation. When a device is measured, the total capacitance that will be detected
and measured will be:
Ctotal = Cparallelplate + Cfringing + Cparasitic (2.2)
There have already been a variety of methods demonstrated to analytically model
the fringing field capacitance (Cfringing) [34]
1 for parallel plate capacitors. Addition-
1This is a literature review paper which compares many different analytical solutions of fringing
field.
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ally, while the parasitic capacitance (Cparasitic) cannot be readily analytically calcu-
lated, it can be extracted from careful measurements of Ctotal on a reference device
where all geometric parameters are known.
However, a non-ideality such as curvature of the cantilever complicates this calcu-
lation: in this practical, simplified 1-D model, it is not possible to distinguish between
the case where the beam radius of curvature is large (i.e. flat) but with a large gap
from the contact, from the case where the beam has a small radius of curvature but
has a small gap. It is possible for both cases to have identical measured capacitances.
This is best illustrated in Fig. 2.1. The fringing field is also difficult to model accu-
rately using analytical methods for non-parallel plate configuration, so a numerical




Fig. 2.1. Single contact capacitor with cantilever. The case of a large
gap and large radius of curvature (shown in gray), and the case of
a small gap with a small radius of curvature overlaid (dashed line).
Both cases will have the same measured capacitance, Ctotal.
In order to differentiate between these two cases, a MEMS cantilever switch would
need at least two measurement contact points (henceforth known simply as contacts)
underneath the beam. The contacts could be placed in series along the length of the
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cantilever, thereby making each contact electronically sensitized to different parts of
the beam. The capacitance of the contact closest to the anchor point will be mostly
sensitize to the gap between the cantilever and the contact, but not the curvature of
the beam. The capacitance of the contact closest to the tip will be most sensitize to
the deflection of the tip (or the beam’s radius of curvature), but not the gap at the
anchor point. This creates two equations with several unknowns.
Ctotalinner = Ccantileverinner + Cfringinginner + Cparasiticinner
Ctotalouter = Ccantileverouter + Cfringingouter + Cparasiticouter
(2.3)
Cparasitic is a capacitance that is independent of the contact capacitances. It is due
to stray electric fields from the probe tips, the surrounding environment, measure-
ment equipment, etc. It is not necessarily identical for each contact. Ccantilever and
Cfringing are determined by the device geometry and are therefore related to each.
Consequently, it is easier for our purposes to combine these two expressions into one.
Cinner = Ccantileverinner + Cfringinginner
Couter = Ccantileverouter + Cfringingouter
(2.4)
The notation of physical parameters are shown in Fig. 2.2. The two electronically
measurable parameters of interest are the inner (Cinner) and outer (Couter) capaci-
tances. Using these two measured values, with a pre-computed look-up table, and an
optical calibration measurement to compute the parasitic capacitance, the gap and
the radius of curvature (and by extension the residual gradient stress) can be com-
puted for an arbitrary number of devices. Alternatively, the gap and the beam angle
(and by extension the residual mean stress) can be computed instead if the device
geometry is a closer fit.
For the case of the curled beam, we can relate the curvature to a residual gradient
stress. The gradient causes the top surface to have a equal and opposite stress than



















Fig. 2.2. Simplified side view diagram of MEMS cantilever with high
residual gradient stress. The gap is defined as the displacement be-
tween the gold contact and the bottom surface of the beam at the
anchor point. The tip deflection is defined as the maximal displace-
ment between the bottom of the beam and the gold contact layer. The
anchor point and the beam tip lie along a curved line that follows an
ideal circular curvature with radius ρ. Cinner and Couter are defined






Fig. 2.3. Simplified diagram of nickel MEMS device with deformed
overlaying grid to illustrate how the positive residual gradient stress
(σ1 > 0) in the electroplated gold causes the angular displacement of
the cantilever.
curl up or down. An illustration of a beam undergoing residual gradient stress with
an overlayed deformation grid is shown in Fig. 2.3.
The electronic extraction of the gap and the residual gradient stress relies on
precise capacitive measurements of the beam and each contact. Since each contact
is located underneath different sections of the beam, the geometry will cause the
measured capacitance between the inner contact and beam (Cinner) to be mostly
sensitive to gap, while the capacitance between the outer contact and beam (Couter)
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Fig. 2.4. MEMS cantilever device with a nominal gap and radius of
curvature (shown in gray) with an overlaid device with a smaller gap
(shown with dashed line), and qualitative changes in the capacitance
between the two cases. Notice that the curvature of the beam is the


































} Large change in Couter
}
Small change in C
inner
Fig. 2.5. MEMS cantilever device with a nominal gap and radius of
curvature (shown in gray) with an overlaid device with a larger radius
of curvature (shown with dashed line), and qualitative changes in the
capacitance between the two cases. Notice the gap at the anchor is
the same in both cases.
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The advantages of this methodology are numerous: The first is that for any kind of
cantilever-based MEMS device, the contacts can be placed anywhere over the length
of the beam, and the same methodology will apply. There is nothing that dictates the
contacts must be at certain positions under the beam. The only requirement is that
the shape of the beam can be accurately modeled. The second is that a micro-strip
or CPW line can also become a sensing contact by way of biasing the line. It is also
not necessary to model the entire line because any difference between the model and
the measured device can be subtracted off as a parasitic capacitance. Finally, there is
nothing inherent in the methodology that requires the measured stress to be positive
or negative. As long as the FEA model is created to properly account for the shape of
the beam and it can have its parameters varied appropriately, then the same method
can be used to find other ranges of stress that are of interest.
2.1.1 Device Design
A cantilever structure was specifically designed for testing this methodology. It
consists of two equally-sized gold contact pads underneath an electroplated nickel
cantilever beam. The contact pads are made to be 110 µm long and separated by 10
µm from each other. They are offset 20 µm from the anchor point in order to avoid
undesired fringing effects and non-idealities in the anchor that would be difficult
to model accurately. The contacts are coated with a nominal 500 nm thick Silicon
Nitride dielectric layer to act as an insulator between the beam and the contacts. The
entire structure is fabricated on an insulating substrate, in this case fused quartz, to
prevent any inversion layer forming during the biasing of the device. The movement
of charge carriers or an inversion layer would change depending on the bias, and would
otherwise cause fluctuation of the parasitic capacitance during measurement. This
would make the characterization of the parasitics of the circuit much more difficult.
The beam was designed to have nominal dimensions of 250 µm x 120 µm x 2 µm, and
a nominal gap and tip deflection of approximately 2.5-3 µm and 8 µm, respectively.
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A top view annotation of the design and image is shown in figures 2.6a and 2.5c, and
a 3D rendered model of the design is shown in Fig. 2.5b. The fabrication process for
these devices is described in A.1.
When the device is released during fabrication, the cantilever will naturally curl
due to the residual gradient stress created during the electroplating process. The
curvature of the cantilever can be closely approximated by a circular arc. Only two
points on the arc need to be known for the entire arc to be mathematically defined.
Following this logic, the vertical displacement of the beam at the anchor point above
the contact layer (the gap), and the vertical displacement of the tip of the beam
above the contact layer (the tip deflection) are all that are needed to model the
curved cantilever. This is illustrated in Fig. 2.2.
2.1.2 Methodology
There is a clear procedure that is followed that starts with an unmeasured collec-
tion of devices and ends with the processed gap and stress values that are desired.
The overall procedure is as follows:
Overall procedure to electronically extract gap and residual gradient stress :
1. Fully characterize physical geometry of exemplar device.
2. Electronically measure Ctotalinner and Ctotalouter of exemplar device.
3. Simulate exemplar device using measured parameters with variations in gap
and curvature.
4. Create two look-up tables/contour maps that relate each simulated capacitance
to each variation in gap/curvature.
5. Using the physically measured gap and curvature of the exemplar device, look




















(a) Top-view schematic of the MEMS device with indicated di-





















(c) Top view image of the MEMS device.
Fig. 2.5. Annotated diagrams and image of the MEMS device used
in this work. A side view illustration is shown in Fig. 2.2.
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6. Subtract the simulated capacitance values from the measured values to get
Cparasitic for each contact of the exemplar device.
7. Electronically measure Ctotalinner and Ctotalouter from an arbitrary number of
devices of the same design.
8. Subtract the previously computed Cparasitic values from each device measure-
ment to find the true capacitance of their contacts.
9. Map Cinner and Couter onto the appropriate contour.
10. Find the overlapping area between the two contours and find the corresponding
gap and tip deflection.
11. Calculate the radius of curvature using the gap and tip deflection as end points.
12. Calculate the residual gradient stress from the radius of curvature.
We will discuss the nature of each step and what is specifically done.
Fully characterize physical characteristics of exemplar device.
A nominal device will be selected as a physical model to extract the parasitic
values. The device does not require any special characteristic other than it has the
same nominal design as the devices that will have their parameters electronically
extracted. This device will have some of its physical parameters optically measured
including: gap, tip deflection (from which radius of curvature can be calculated), can-
tilever material thickness. Other physical quantities such as dielectric thickness, and
gold contact layer thickness can either be measured quickly during fabrication, or will
be known in a commercial setting to a high degree of certainty through process control.
Electronically measure Ctotalinner and Ctotalouter of exemplar device.
The exemplar device will then have the two contact capacitances measured inside
of a Faraday cage. The raw measured values will include a Cparasitic component that
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will need to be removed.
Simulate exemplar device using measured parameters with variations in gap and
curvature.
A finite element analysis (FEA) model is created to accurately simulate the re-
sponse of each capacitance to variations in gap and radius of curvature. The variation
in capacitances can be mapped versus gap and tip deflection (or radius of curvature),
creating a simple look-up table. The table based on a FEA model allows an arbi-
trary geometry and shape of the cantilever beam to be simulated accurately (which
as discussed in Sec. 2.1 is difficult to derive an analytical expression for), and it also
eliminates the need to compute a separate fringing field component. The simulated
capacitance at the inner and outer contacts will take into account the entire electric
field due to the cantilever along with the associated fringing field. This simplifies
extraction as now there is no need to analytically find the fringing field, and instead
all that is needed is to separate Cparasitic from the measurement.
Create two look-up tables/contour maps that relate each simulated capacitance to
each variation in gap/curvature.
The simulated capacitive response for each contact of an example MEMS can-
tilever device versus gap and tip deflection can be seen in Fig. 2.6a and 2.6b.
As Fig. 2.6 illustrates, each contact’s capacitance is mostly sensitive to changes
at different ends of the cantilever. The inner contact is mostly sensitive to the gap
at the anchor point, whereas the outer contact is more sensitive to the displacement
at the tip (which is inversely proportional to curvature). When the two plots are
overlaid as in Fig. 2.7, the measured capacitances form a grid from which the gap
and tip deflection can be found from electronic capacitive measurements.
It is obvious that the grid formed by the overlap of the two contour plots do not
form a perpendicular mesh. The two contacts are right next to each other, and the











































(b) Example contour plot of Couter versus gap and tip deflection.
Fig. 2.6. Simulated response of Cinner and Couter of a MEMS de-
vice with the same dimensions discussed in this chapter. Each line

















Fig. 2.7. Contour plot of Cinner overlaid onto Couter versus gap and
tip deflection overlaid on top of each other. Each line represents a
constant capacitance. This simulates the case of the inner contact
spanning 10 µm from the anchor to 125 µm and the outer contact
spanning from 135 µm to 250 µm from the anchor.
minimal area and were located at the far ends of the beam, the resulting inner and
outer capacitance overlap plot would consist of contour lines that would be closer to
orthogonal. A simulated example of this is illustrated in Fig. 2.8. This extreme case
is generally not practical due to the smaller contact area leading to a lower signal to
noise ratio.
Using the physically measured gap and curvature of the exemplar device, look up
the corresponding Cinner and Couter values.
The next step is to relate the simulated contact capacitances to real world mea-
surements. The exemplar device has both Ctotalinner and Ctotalouter (which include
parasitic capacitance) electronically measured, and the gap and tip deflection opti-

















Fig. 2.8. Contour plot of Cinner overlaid on Couter with sensing con-
tacts made very small and placed on opposite ends of the beam. In
this case, the inner contact spans from 10 µm from the anchor to 20
µm, and the outer contact spanning from 240 µm to 250 µm from the
anchor.
device are used to look up the simulated Cinner and Couter in the look-up table, which
don’t include parasitic capacitance.
Subtract the simulated capacitance values from the measured values to get Cparasitic
for each contact of the exemplar device.
The difference between the measured Ctotal and the simulated contact capacitances
can only be due to the parasitic capacitance and any uncertainties in the physical
geometry of the devices, which can be easily modeled or characterized.
Electronically measure Ctotalinner and Ctotalouter from an arbitrary number of devices
of the same design.
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MEMS devices of the same nominal geometry (except for unknown gap and radii
of curvature) are then electronically measured to get Ctotalinner and Ctotalouter . The
measurements must be done carefully in the same Faraday cage to make sure that
changes in the outside environment will not have any effect on the measurements
from device to device.
Subtract the previously computed Cparasitic values from each device measurement
to find the true capacitance of their contacts.
Now that the parasitics are known, they can be subtracted off of the measure-
ments of Ctotalinner and Ctotalouter to find Cinner and Couter.
Map Cinner and Couter onto the appropriate contour.
The contour lines for capacitances are found on their respective contour maps\look-
up tables. Due to measurement uncertainty from a variety of sources, the contour line
will have a width of uncertainty on either side of it. Sources of uncertainty include:
quantified uncertainty in capacitive measurement, quantization error from FEA sim-
ulation, uncertainty in extracted parasitic capacitances due to ambiguity in physical
geometry, uncertainties in material properties, and uncertainty due to slight devia-
tions in measurement repeatability from device to device. The uncertainty transforms
the contour lines into strips.
Find the overlapping area between the two contours and find the corresponding gap
and tip deflection.
The intersection of these two strips define the measured values and uncertainties in
the gap and tip deflection of that device. The overlap forms the entire possible range
of gap and tip deflection of the device. The procedure for this is illustrated in Fig. 2.9.




























Fig. 2.9. Qualitative diagram illustrating how gap and tip deflec-
tion are found from capacitive measurements. Cinner and Couter and
their associated uncertainty are mapped onto their respective contour
maps. The two plots are overlaid and the overlapped strip area yields
the possible gap and tip deflection range of the device.
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The extracted gap and tip deflection can be used to compute the range of radii of
curvature of the beam. An equation was derived to relate the vertical displacement






Calculate the residual gradient stress from the radius of curvature.
The curvature of the beam is a direct consequence of the residual gradient stress
present in it. Assuming that the stress gradient over the thickness of the beam is
linear, and that the shape of the cantilever follows a circular arc, this stress can be
directly computed once the radius is known by using Eq. 2.6, which relates the radius









2.2.1 Measurement Setup and Procedure
A more detailed description of the equipment used to electronically extract all of
the parameters of interest for the MEMS devices is described in more detail below.
The devices are measured electronically for later extraction of geometry. They are
also measured optically for validation purposes, except for one device whose optical
measurements will be used for calibration of the electronic measurements.
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Optical Measurement
Thin film thickness measurements such as that of the gold contacts or the transpar-
ent dielectric layer were done on a KLA-Tencor Alpha-Step IQ Surface Profiler [36].
This measurement system uses a small surface probe that is moved across the top
surface, and the vertical displacement of the probe is used to measure the surface
profile. The machine is specified to have a step height repeatability of 0.1%. The
nominal thin film thicknesses of the gold contact layer, and the dielectric layer are
recorded in several different locations over the sample.
After fabrication, static optical measurements were done on a Leica DCM8 con-
focal microscope [37]. The microscope was used to determine the displacement and
shape of the top surface of the beam and other geometric dimensions in the lateral
and vertical dimensions. All measurements were done with a 50x objective. The con-
focal repeatability error is specified to be 3 nm, and the accuracy error is specified to
be less than 20 nm. Each device is individually measured on the confocal microscope
to determine the following:
 Electroplated nickel thickness at the anchor point (in order to characterize the
thickness and variation in the electroplated cantilever)
 The displacement of the top surface of the beam
From these measurements, the shape of the beam (and by extension, its gradient
or residual mean stress) can be calculated. Since the beams were characterized as a
good fit for a circular curvature (discussed in Sec. 2.3.2), the only two points need to
be recorded to define the shape of the beam: the displacement at the anchor point,
and at the tip. With these two parameters, the radius of curvature can be found
using Eq. 2.5.
For a certain class of devices, dynamic optical measurements were used to measure
the average thickness of the cantilever beams. The thickness is subtracted off of the
top surface measurements to find the vertical displacement between the contacts and
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the cantilever. These measurements were done on a Cascade Microtech vacuum probe
station and a Polytec MSA-400 laser Doppler vibrometer (LDV). The devices under
measurement are placed in the vacuum chamber and then pumped down to a pressure
of approximately 1 mTorr. The devices are biased with three probes. A ground
probe is connected to the cantilever contact, and the two probes are connected to the
inner and outer contacts and are both connected to a signal generator. The signal
generator generates a 1V pseudo-random signal that will vibrate the cantilever beam
with respect to the contacts underneath. At the same time, a laser beam is shone
on top of the cantilever surface and the movement in response to the random signal
causes Doppler shifts in the wavelength of the laser light. This is demodulated in order
to extract the vertical velocity of the cantilever beam in response to the generated
signal. This step is automatically repeated for dozens of points along the entire
surface of the beam. The LDV software can then process all this information and
display the time and frequency domain response of the cantilever. A general diagram
of the measurement setup is shown in Fig. 2.10. The purpose of this measurement
is to measure the first torsional eigenmode frequency of the beam. This eigenmode
is directly related to the average thickness of the beam by the relation shown in
Eq. 2.10 [29]. The eigenmode method of finding the average thickness must be
used because the actual beam thickness cannot be reliably measured directly without
destroying the devices. The thickness of the beams also varies along the length and

























where t is the beam thickness, b is the beam width, ωn is the torsional frequency,
ρ is the beam density, Ip is the polar moment of inertia, L is the beam length, and
















Fig. 2.10. Setup used to measure first torsional frequency. The device
is placed into a sealed chamber and the pressure is reduced to near
vacuum. The device is then biased with a pseudo-random signal on
both contacts, and a laser raster-scans across the beam surface. The
vibrations cause Doppler shifts in the laser and these can then be
processed to find the eigenmodes of the beam, one of which is the
torsional mode of interest.
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Electronic Measurement
A custom measurement station was created and fabricated specifically for high-
precision capacitive measurements. The station is designed to consolidate any stray
or parasitic capacitances, as well as minimize any noise that could be generated from
the outside environment. Starting with an air table, a probe station is set up on top of
it. The probe station uses two Micromanipulator 44-6000-V-NA shielded probe tips,
each are connected through shielded coaxial cables to two Teledyne CCR-33S30-N
coaxial switches. The normally connected (NC) pole of one switch and the normally
open (NO) pole of the other switch are connected to the bias line of an Agilent 16048A
test lead block connected to an Agilent 4279A C-V meter. The block allows automatic
compensation of any stray capacitance up to the connection point of the probe. The
two remaining poles of the switches are connected to a Piezo Systems EPA-104 linear
amplifier whose input is an Agilent 33250A arbitrary function generator. A third
unshielded probe is connected to the ground line of the C-V meter. The output
of the amplifier is also connected to the bias input of the C-V meter. This allows
arbitrary bias of both contacts at the same time during measurement, negating any
effects from any floating charges or voltages on the contacts. A photograph of the
electronic measurement setup is shown in Fig. 2.11.
The entire probe station is covered with a galvanized steel box that acts as a
Faraday cage. Any movement or changes in the environment outside of the box will
not have any effect on the capacitive measurement inside. The box is electrically
grounded to the air table and has a door to allow easy manipulation of probes and
facilitate sample loading. An Olympus optical microscope is also installed inside of the
box to aid to this end. A photograph of the inside of the measurement box/Faraday
cage is shown in Fig. 2.12.
A high-level diagram of the measurement setup is shown in Fig. 2.13. Three
probes are landed onto the device under test. The ground line probe is landed onto



































































































































































































on the two contacts that are beneath the cantilever. The two coaxial switches are
switched by a MOSFET circuit with a 12V power supply controlled through a NI-
myDAQ controller. The wiring of the coaxial circuit is such that when the switches
are not activated, the inner contact is connected to the bias line of the C-V meter
(to measure Cinner) and the outer contact is connected to the bias directly. When
the switches are turned on, the inner contact is connected directly to the bias and
the outer contact is connected to the bias line of the C-V meter (to measure Couter).
In both cases, the cantilever remains connected to the ground line of the C-V meter.

































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































The C-V meter was configured to use 256-sample averaging, long integration time,
and external bias. The bias signal generated by the function generator was a 10 Hz
square wave, although it was set to zero bias. The C-V performed measurements using
a 1V magnitude excitation. The setup allows bias of the device during measurement,
though for this work all bias was set to zero volts. All measurement equipment was
controlled and scripted in National Instruments LabVIEW. The LabVIEW script
acquires ten measurements using the inner contact, switches the coaxial relays, then
acquired 10 measurement on the outer contact. All of the measurements are then
written to a file for later analysis. The measurement settings increase the signal to
noise ratio (SNR) by reducing the noise floor of the measurement [38].
2.2.2 Computer Model
A model of the device was created in ANSYS Maxwell 3D using basic geometric
building blocks, as shown in Fig. 2.16. The edges of the contacts and the beam
are assumed to be perfectly smooth, and at right angles to the main face. The
tip deflection and gap parameters were swept from 6 µm to 24 µm and 2 µm to 6
µm, respectively. Each contact was designated an excitation voltage of 1V with a
cantilever voltage of 0V. These voltages were chosen to minimize coupled capacitance
between the two contacts. Any simulated capacitance of each contact should be only
due to the beam.
2.3 Uncertainty Quantification
There are several sources of uncertainty that are introduced during the course of
extraction of the parameters. These must be meticulously characterized and mini-
mized. Characterization of the uncertainly will allow the total uncertainty of the final
measurement to be known. There are two types of uncertainty that affect final ex-
traction of parameters: aleatoric and epistemic uncertainty. Aleatoric uncertainty is
measurable error during characterization that can be represented in a statistical way.
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Fig. 2.16. Ansoft Maxwell 3D model of the device for extracting
residual gradient stress. Z-scale is exaggerated for clarity.
Epistemic uncertainty is uncertainty that we know exists, but which we are unable
to measure or model accurately. The uncertainties examined are as follows [39].
2.3.1 Parametric Variability
Manufacturing of the devices introduces a large number of uncertainties. Each
fabrication step is done manually with equipment that is not dedicated for one par-
ticular task (i.e. shared between users with different fabrication processes). Even in
a modern commercial fabrication facility, each use of the machine will deplete mate-
rials or parts will wear, leading to variations in output from run to run. Fabrication
processes are also never uniform, leading to differences between devices, even on the
same sample. Uncertainty between devices from these sources is known as parametric
variability, and is considered an aleatoric uncertainty. Since extraction of the gap and
stress rely on optical measurements of only one device, it is imperative to understand
how uncertainty in these parameters affect the extracted parameters. All of the mea-
sured uncertainties and their effect on final extracted values is summarized in Table.
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2.3.6. All of the analysis was done assuming the MEMS device dimensions of Fig.
2.5, with a gap of 3 µm and a tip deflection of 8 µm.
Gold Contact Thickness
Test devices were designed for each die throughout the sample during to allow
easy characterization of the gold contact and dielectric thickness. The gold contact
layer thickness was measured for each die on the Alpha-Step IQ. It was found to
have a mean of 370 nm with a standard deviation of approximately 30 nm [40]. This
range was then simulated in the Maxwell 3D model by taking nominal values for all
parameters except for the gold thickness, which was varied from 340-400 nm in 5 nm
increments. The result of this simulation is shown in Fig. 2.17.
Thickness (nm)




















Fig. 2.17. Simulated change in capacitance of Cinner (blue) and Couter
(red) with all parameters constant except gold contact layer thickness.
The random nature of the variation in capacitance over the parameter range in-
dicates that the actual changes in capacitance changes are so small compared to the
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discretization error during meshing, that they are masked by it. Therefore, an an-
alytical model was used to determine the sensitivity. The model used is a modified
form of Yang’s equation [41], described in [34]. The model equation is shown below

































where w is the width of the beam, h is half of the gap, and t is the thickness of
the plate (i.e. the thickness of gold contacts).
Thickness (nm)























Fig. 2.18. Simulated change in capacitance of Cinner (blue) and Couter
(red) with all parameters constant except gold contact layer thickness
using analytical model.
Although the geometry is not an ideal comparison for the analytical model (which
assumes parallel plates), it will be useful to estimate an upper-bound error. Assuming
a gap of 3 µm, a tip deflection of 8µm, a width of 200 µm (the width of the gold
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contacts), and the same variation in gold thickness, the maximum error was found to
be 0.00866% for Cinner and 0.0147% for Couter.
Beam Thickness
The electroplating process deposits nickel onto a surface and the deposition rate is
proportional to the current. This current cannot be perfectly uniform due to resistive
losses in the seed layer and other effects. The differences in thickness will create
more surface area on the vertical edges of the beam. This could theoretically change
the measured capacitance and therefore influence the extracted parameters. Physical
measurements of the nickel beam thickness of several devices on the same sample were
done using the LDV (described in Sec. 2.2.1). Using this method, the range of average
thicknesses were found to have a mean of about 2.1 µm, and a standard deviation of
about 400 nm. Simulating the device with nominal parameters and varying the beam
thickness 1.6-2.4 µm in 0.05 µm increments yields Fig. 2.19.
The simulated change in capacitance appears to have a correlation with respect
to changes in beam thickness. However, it is not a clear trend line due to noise,
indicating that the plotted variations are mostly due only to discretization error and
can therefore be ignored as well. Using the modified form of Yang’s analytical model
again just as in the gold contact layer case, the error was calculated for the measured
range and is shown in Fig. 2.20. The maximum error was found to be 0.0616% for
Cinner and 0.119% for Couter.
Dielectric Constant
The dielectric used in these devices is silicon nitride, whose stoichiometric com-
position is Si3N4. However, there could be other compounds present in the nitride
if there is a non-stoichiometric mixture of precursors in the PECVD chamber, or
even over localized areas of the sample due to gas flow or temperature differences.
Small changes in this stoichiometry during deposition could lead to slight shifts in
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Fig. 2.19. Simulated % change in capacitance of Cinner (blue) and
Couter (red) with all parameters constant except nickel beam thickness.
dielectric constant from one fabrication run to another, or possibly even on the same
sample depending on location. This parameter is impossible to measure accurately
on these devices without destructively measuring the device under test. However,
measurements done in literature suggest that for silicon nitride, the mean dielectric
constant is 7 [42], and that the standard deviation of the dielectric constant from
non-stoichiometric ratios of the precursor gases is about 0.2 [43], or less than 3%. A
simulation was run as before except for the range in dielectric constant, which was
varied from 6.8-7.2 in 0.02 increments. The simulated result is shown in Fig. 2.21.
While a correlation in the change of Cinner can be seen from the figure, there is
no clear relationship between the dielectric constant and Couter over this range. Just
as before, this lack of relationship appears to be from discretization error from the
simulation. An estimate of the maximum uncertainty was computed using a simple
parallel plate capacitor model with a gap partially filled with dielectric, as shown in
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Fig. 2.20. Simulated % change in capacitance of Cinner (blue) and
Couter (red) with all parameters constant except nickel beam thickness
using analytical model.
the inset of Fig. 2.22. The maximum uncertainty was found to be 0.058% for Cinner
and 0.02% for Couter.
Dielectric Thickness
Just as with the gold contact layer, the silicon nitride dielectric layer will also
have a non-uniform thickness because of slight differences in the deposition chemistry
or input power over the sample when it is in the deposition chamber. This non-
uniformity was found on the Alpha-Step IQ to have a mean of 610 nm with a standard
deviation of 20 nm. The simulated capacitive response to a variation in thickness of
560-640 nm in 5 nm increments is shown in Fig. 2.23.
Cinner was found to have a maximum uncertainty of approximately 0.379% and
the maximum Couter uncertainty was found to be 0.236%.
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Dielectric Constant





















Fig. 2.21. Simulated change in capacitance of Cinner (blue) and Couter
(red) with all parameters constant except the silicon nitride dielectric
constant.
Substrate Dielectric Constant
The entire structure is fabricated on a wafer made of fused quartz. This was chosen
for a variety of reasons including reducing uncertainty from any inversion layer that
could be generated as well as its relative consistency as there is no other thin film
layers present on it. While fused quartz as a substrate has a stable dielectric constant
and well-characterized properties, it is possible for the constant to change slightly
due to impurities in the material, or slightly different manufacturing methods. Based
on available literature and manufacturer specifications, fused quartz has a dielectric
constant that can vary from 3.7-3.8 [44], [45], [46], [47], [48]. By simulating the device
with a substrate dielectric constant ranging from 3.7-3.8, in 0.02 increments, the
change in capacitance over this range can be seen in Fig. 2.24.
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Fig. 2.22. Simulated change in capacitance of Cinner (blue) and Couter
(red) with all parameters constant except the silicon nitride dielectric
constant using an analytical model.
The uncertainty from this change in substrate dielectric constant is 0.443% max-
imum for Cinner and 0.447% for Couter. While this is large compared to other uncer-
tainties examined in this section, it would be very unusual for the dielectric constant
of the substrate to change over a sample, or even over a large batch of substrates from
the same manufacturer due to the need of consistency in substrates for industrial use.
Differences in measurement technique or measurement frequency (as illustrated in [47]
or [49]) are likely explanations for this uncertainty range of the dielectric constant
found in literature.
2.3.2 Structural Uncertainty
Fully characterizing every geometric feature and then modeling it is a time-
consuming process and is not practical in most cases. These nuances are also typically
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Fig. 2.23. Simulated change in capacitance of Cinner (blue) and Couter
(red) with all parameters constant except silicon nitride dielectric
thickness
different from device to device. Many of these features can be simplified without any
significant effect on simulated capacitance. These simplifications and the assumptions
they are based on must be validated.
Beam Curvature
In this case, we make a simplifying assumption about the beam shape: we assume
it to follow the path of a circular arc from the anchor point. To verify if this is a valid
assumption, the top surface of the cantilever was measured on the confocal micro-
scope. After the measurement was performed and extemporaneous profile data was
eliminated, the best circular fit to the data was extracted. Once the circle parameters
are found, the error from the ideal curvature is also computed. The measurements,
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Fig. 2.24. Simulated change in capacitance of Cinner (blue) and Couter
(red) with all parameters constant except substrate dielectric con-
stant.
ideal circular fit, and the resulting error are all plotted for three typical devices in
Fig. 2.25.
The maximum difference between the top surface and the ideal is less than ±100
nm for all devices, and it does not appear to have any pattern over the length of
the beam. The error from the ideal fit, as well as the noise in the measurement, is
most likely due to the rough processing steps that the top surface of the cantilever
must endure during fabrication. Etching chemicals could eat away at the material at
different rates at different points depending on the way the solution is stirred with
the sample, or the material grain could have different properties from the current
difference along the beam during electroplating, just to name two examples. It is
important to note that destructive measurements of the underside of the cantilevers






























































































































































































































































































































































































































The anchor point is modeled as a rectangular block whose walls are perpendicular
to the substrate surface. The anchor point height is made to be the same as the gap,
and the beam exits the anchor point at the top of the block at a perfect horizontal
angle. The anchor point in reality is much more complicated. The walls of the anchor
point, especially where the beam joins into the anchor do not have right angles and
does not have a distinct jump from substrate to full gap. Instead of a stair-step
function that the model uses to represent the anchor, the anchor in reality appears
more s-shaped over the span of approximately 10-20 µm. The exact shape of this
anchor is difficult to measure, characterize, and model. Since the anchor is not in
very close proximity to the inner contact, it is assumed that any non-idealities will
have either no effect on the inner capacitance, or that any effect will be consistent
from device to device and will therefore appear as a parasitic capacitance that will
be eliminated during parameter extraction.
Beam Model
The cantilever used for this work was made to be 120 µm wide compared to its
length of 250 µm. This was done to guarantee a high SNR during measurements
given the limitations of the equipment being used. The equation used to extract
stress from radius of curvature (Eq. 2.6) assumes that the cantilever closely follows
a beam mechanics model of deflection as opposed to a plate mechanics model. This
was done for a variety of reasons:
 The vast majority of devices show little to no curling along the width. While
some devices do exhibit some kind of curling, there are also many other phe-
nomena present such as plating non-uniformity which could cause similar issues.
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 Any electrodynamic loading (such as that used to measure beam thickness in
the LDV) is equally present along the width of the beam since the contact layers
are very wide.
In any case, the methodology to extract gap and tip deflection/radius of curva-
ture is decoupled from the mechanical assumptions used to model the device. The
expression relating the extracted curvature to a stress can be derived using whatever
model is appropriate for the device, and is not limited to any particular geometry.
2.3.3 Parametric Uncertainty
Parametric uncertainty describes situations where there are inputs into the com-
puter model but whose exact values cannot be known or are otherwise uncontrol-
lable. These uncertainties must be inferred using indirect methods of measurement
and modeled appropriately.
Plating Uniformity
We have described how the simulated model does not appear to be affected by
the change in thickness of the beam. However, the gap and the shape of the bottom
surface of the beam is inferred by subtracting off the extracted beam thickness. If this
thickness is not uniform, this will create uncertainty in the optically measured gap
and radius of curvature. It is therefore critical that this uncertainty be characterized.
Beam plating uniformity cannot be directly measured without destroying the de-
vice as it must be removed from the anchor and painstakingly segmented and mea-
sured. It must therefore be inferred by other measurements. Since the beam and
anchor are made using the same nickel electroplating process, it can be assumed that
the anchor point will have the same uniformity characteristics as the beam. Therefore,
the anchor points for several devices were measured and the uniformity characterized.
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The measurement location and a typical measured profile of the anchor point is shown
in Fig. 2.26.
The measured non-uniformity of the anchor point was found to be about ±165
nm from one side of the anchor point to another. The non-uniformity was a result
of unknown factors during fabrication that were not able to be negated. Since it is
critical to know the optically measured gap and curvature for a device to properly
characterize it (whether it is for calibration using an exemplar device, or for optical
validation), the average thickness was found using the LDV methodology. The mea-
sured non-uniformity was then used to include uncertainty in the extracted thickness.
The non-uniformity may be even larger than that measured at the anchor point, but
it is not possible to optically characterize it without destruction of the device.
Beam Tilt
The fabrication process caused, either due to the plating non-uniformity or other
factors, many of the beams to twist slightly, making one side of the beam have a
higher elevation than the other side. This was large enough that it could not be
assumed that the gap and tip deflection were uniform across the beam. Modeling
this phenomenon in the computer model would have been impossible without a clear
understanding of the cause. The tilt was instead modeled as an uncertainty in the
gap and tip deflection for each device. This will appear as a range of uncertainty
in optical validation, or will lead to a range of uncertainty in the parasitic values
calculated using the developed methodology. One example of the variation in the gap
and tip deflection over the width of a nickel beam is illustrated in Fig. 2.26.
Other Structural Uncertainties
There will always exist parameters for devices that are impossible to model be-
cause of the great complexity involved or because of the complete lack of ability to




(a) Anchor point of nickel electroplated beams with profile
line shown in yellow


























(b) Measured profile of nickel electroplated beams. The measured vertical
difference between the two ends of the anchor point is shown by the black
bars.






(a) Nickel beam with measurement profile measurement lines overlaid.
Horizontal Position Across Beam (µm)




















(b) Measured vertical displacement profile of typical nickel-beam structure at anchor
point.
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Horizontal Position Across Beam (µm)






















(c) Measured vertical displacement profile of typical nickel-beam structure at beam
tip.
Fig. 2.26. Measured vertical displacements of typical nickel structure
illustratrating the range of values over its width.
fore assumptions are made of their behavior, or are assumed to have negligible effect.
These are considered epistemic uncertainties.
The Maxwell 3D model assumes all surfaces and edges are straight and at right
angles. The real surfaces of the devices are difficult to measure optically as they are
perpendicular to the optical plane and cannot be seen. They may also have tapered
edges or other non-idealities from the fabrication process. Based on the previous
sensitivity analysis, and the fact that none of these surfaces directly interact with
the electric field between the contacts and the cantilever, it can be assumed that this
simplification will not affect extraction.
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The etching of the gold contacts creates fringes along the edge. These fringes were
found to be on the order of a few microns. In theory, charges will concentrate on the
tips of these fringes, which will affect the electric field. If they are tilted upwards,
they can make the tip deflection and gap appear to be electrically smaller than they
actually are by increasing the capacitance. These fringes are almost impossible to
measure, characterize, and model. The fringes along the edges that are far from the
beam (more than 10-20 microns away) can be ignored as having negligible effect on
the electric field between the contacts and the cantilever. The fringes closer than
that are found along the contact edges that run underneath the cantilever. These
fringes are covered with the silicon nitride dielectric. It is assumed that the dielectric
dampens the effects of any charge concentrated on these edges.
During fabrication, there are sometimes small bits of debris leftover in the fi-
nal steps that cannot be removed. This debris could be leftover bits of over-baked
photoresist, or pieces of other devices on the sample that have come loose during
processing. It is possible for this debris to end up trapped between the cantilever and
contacts. This not only could have a drastic effect on the measured capacitance, but
it would not be visible by any optical means without destroying the device. There
is no way to characterize this epistemic uncertainty. For the purposes of analysis, it
will be assumed that this has not occurred.
The dielectric surface cannot be measured directly, so charging cannot be char-
acterized. The presence of any residual charge leftover from fabrication will create
a systemic bias in measured capacitance. However, the extraction procedure would
treat this bias as nothing more than a parasitic capacitance and would have no effect
on the extracted parameters. The device is not cycled before or during measurements
and therefore it can also be assumed that the charging profile of the dielectric does
not change (i.e. the parasitic also does not change). In a real device, which may have
charging present, there are a few options available: Place sensing contacts in such a
way so as to avoid direct contact with the cantilever, estimate charging from other
measurements and use extraction methods to understand relative changes over time
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(as opposed to absolute changes), or add degrees of freedom to the system (discussed
in Sec. 4)
2.3.4 Experimental Uncertainty
Finally, the measurements themselves will have observation error due to noise or
the limits of resolution.
The uncertainty in optical measurements has already been specified in the de-
scription of the measurement setup in Section 2.2.1. In addition, the roughness of
the top surface creates a measurement uncertainty of approximately 100 nm. The
roughness is due to the top surface of the beam bearing the brunt of processing dur-
ing fabrication. Acid etching causes non-uniform dissolving of the material grains,
for example.
With the measurement setup described before, it was found that the standard
deviation of the noise of the ten measurements was found to be 1.752 aF. The mea-
surement uncertainty from the device literature was calculated to be 0.83 aF [50]. A
nominally minimum capacitance that would be measured is on the order of 0.03 pF,
thereby giving a capacitive error of approximately 0.0058%. Based on the look-up
table resolution, a 1.752 aF uncertainty in capacitance would create, in the worst
case, a 9 nm uncertainty in vertical resolution of the gap or the tip. The coaxial
switches have a constant parasitic capacitance that does not change with cycling or
use.
The LDV measurement setup had an FFT resolving resolution of approximately
4 kHz. This uncertainty corresponds to about ±0.5 nm in uncertainty in the beam
thickness.
The devices are manually probed sequentially with the probe station. The lack of
automation in moving the stage and then placing the probes onto each device means
that there will be slight differences in the placement of the probes onto a device
each time it is measured. The probes may slightly shift in position, both laterally
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and vertically, with respect to each other each time it is landed. This would change
the parasitics between them. The stage that the sample is mounted to is manually
adjustable in the X-Y direction. When a device is changed for another measurement,
the probes will not land on exactly the same part of the contacts for measurement.
The change in position of the device respective to the probes will change the measured
parasitic. There is no systemic way of measuring or characterizing this uncertainty,
and so the position was kept as close as possible with every measurement. A rough
estimate of the maximum possible uncertainty was obtained by landing the probes
on extreme ends of the contacts and measuring the capacitance. This extreme case
was found to have a ±0.5% change in capacitance. This level of movement was not
observed during measurements, however.
All of the uncertainties are summarized in Table 2.1.
Table 2.1.
Summary of measurement uncertainty. * indicates calculated value
from measurements.
Measurement Device Measurement Uncertainty
Leica DCM8 <20 nm (at 50x)
Laser Doppler Vibrometer 4 kHz
Alpha-Step IQ 0.1%
HP C-V Meter* 1.752 aF
Probe Station ∼ ±0.5% δC
2.3.5 Numerical Uncertainty
No matter how detailed and sophisticated the computer model, there will always
be approximations or error in the simulated device as almost all models are too
complicated to solve exactly. The Maxwell 3D model of the MEMS device is no
different in this regard. The capacitive contours needed to match the measurements
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with the desired parameters are susceptible to this numerical error and will need
appropriate modeling parameters to minimize uncertainty. The value that determines
the numerical error the most is the mesh quality used in the FEA analysis. During
the meshing operation, the algorithm will determine the accuracy of the resulting
solution by calculating an energy value based on the error. If the error energy value
is too high, it will re-mesh to a finer resolution, using more tetrahedra in the process,
increasing the simulation time. Since it is impossible to have a zero error energy value,
there will always be a trade-off in accuracy and simulation time. One demonstration
of the numerical error inherent in such simulation is shown in Fig. 2.27.
It is obvious from the figure that an improperly specified error energy criteria
for a simulation will lead to high uncertainty in the extracted gap and tip in many
cases. It was for this reason that the error energy was selected to keep the contour
lines reasonably straight while keeping simulation time to a practical level. In this
case, the error level was set to 0.25%, which for a gap and tip deflection between 2-6
µm for gap and 6-24 µm for tip deflection and a resolution of 400 nm would take
approximately 5-6 days to simulate.
2.3.6 Uncertainty Propagation
So far we have discussed the sources of uncertainty and their effect on the extracted
capacitance. However, in the end it is the gap and tip deflection (and the computed
stress) that is desired. The resulting uncertainty of these parameters is dependent on
the nominal dimensions of the device. In other words, the resulting uncertainty in the
gap and tip deflection from uncertainties discussed above depends on the gap and tip
deflection itself. This is illustrated in Fig. 2.28, which shows the percent uncertainty
in gap and tip deflection when the uncertainty in the capacitive measurement is 1%.



























































(b) 0.3% energy error (∼250,000 tetrahedra)
Fig. 2.27. Simulated relationship of Couter versus gap/tip deflection
for an example MEMS device simulated with different energy error
meshing criteria.
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|∇Couter| ∗ (Tip Deflection)
(2.10)
For small gap and tip deflection (e.g. 3 µm gap and 8 µm tip) and a 1% error
in capacitance, the resulting uncertainty is very small (approximately 0.94% for gap,
and 0.96% for tip), while for large values of each (e.g. 5 µm gap and 20 µm tip) the
uncertainty becomes larger (approximately 1.465% in gap and 1.39% in tip). Because
of the reliance on the device dimensions, it is not possible to compute the uncertainty
that describes all cases of the varying geometry. One byproduct of this behavior is
that the parasitics calculated from the exemplar device will lead to uncertainties that
depend on the rest of the device’s geometry. For example, if the exemplar device has
a gap and tip of 3 µm and 8µm respectively with a small uncertainty, the computed
parasitics using this device will lead to a much larger uncertainty when it is used to
extract geometry with a gap of 6 µm and a tip deflection of 22 µm.
The non-monotonic behavior of the error is due to the coarseness of the initial
simulated capacitive mesh, which is used to extract the error. It should therefore be
seen as a maximum possible uncertainty. The uncertainty map can be made more
accurate by simulating the capacitance maps at a higher resolution, and by using a
larger simulation mesh. However, these can only be done at the expense of a longer
simulation time.
However, for the purposes of deeper understanding, it is helpful to know what
worst-case values of this uncertainty would be. The sensitivity of the model to the
manufacturing uncertainties described in Sec. 2.3 were calculated and are summarized
in Table 2.3.6 for a device with nominal dimensions of 5 µm gap and tip deflection of
20 µm.
The total uncertainty in gap and tip deflection is computed from the sum of all
the individual uncertainties. These individual uncertainties can be added because





































































(b) Uncertainty in tip deflection
Fig. 2.28. Geometric uncertainty (δd%/δC%) for gap and tip deflec-
tion. A 1% uncertainty in capacitance will give rise to the uncertainty




































































































































































































































































































































Eq. 2.11. Even though the first term is sensitive to both the dielectric constant and
the thickness, they both change the express independently from each other. This can
be shown using the simple analytical models we have used in this section. Therefore,
the total uncertainty in capacitance will be the quadrature sum of the uncertainties
of each individual quantity [40], [51] listed in Table 2.3.6. In this case, the total




+ Cfringingcontact + Cfringingbeam + Cfringingsubstrate (2.11)
A more reasonable estimate of the uncertainty can be computed by one simple
assumption: The dielectric constant of the substrate will not change by location
on the same sample, or even from sample to sample. Therefore, the uncertainty
from the variation in the dielectric constant of the substrate can be assumed to be
zero. Computing the uncertainties again using this assumption yields a maximum
uncertainty of 0.537% in gap and 0.387% in tip deflection.
Using uncertainty quantification, a quantified estimate of the uncertainty in ca-
pacitance based on physical characterization of the process can be found, which can
then be used to quantify the uncertainty in gap and tip deflection (and by extension,
the stress). In commercial facilities, the physical uncertainties will be substantially
smaller due to better control and calibration of fabrication machinery and procedures.
2.4 Measurements and Results
2.4.1 Measurements
A sample was fabricated using the recipe described in Appendix A.1. Approxi-
mately one dozen devices on the sample were found to be suitable for optical char-
acterization (little to no debris visible, no obvious defects). One device was selected
to be the exemplar calibration device. All of these were then optically measured on
the confocal microscope as described in Sec. 2.2.1. All parameters measured include:
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gap, tip deflection, beam tilt, and plating uniformity. The exemplar device measure-
ments will be used for calibration, and the rest will be used for optical validation.
Next, the devices are measured in the LDV system as described in Sec. 2.2.1. The
devices’ average beam thickness was found by finding the first torsional eigenmode
frequency and then extracting the thickness using Eq. 2.7.
Finally, the devices were then electronically measured using the procedure and
measurement setup described in 2.2.1. Some devices were found to be electrically
shorted and were not usable for parameter extraction. The probes were landed as
close as possible in the same location on all the devices to minimize any changes to
the parasitic capacitance.
The nominal parameters of the device were input into the Maxwell 3D model
shown in Fig. 2.16. The model was simulated with the gap varying 2-6 µm, and
the tip deflection varying 6-24 µm, both in 400 nm increments. The cantilever was
modeled as a perfect circular arc using Eq. 2.5. The simulated output is shown in
Fig. 2.29.
Since the contours change monotonically and do not have any abrupt changes,
the mesh was then interpolated to yield a final mesh with a resolution of 25 nm in
both directions. This allows finer resolution of extracted data without requiring an
extremely long simulation time and without loss of information.
2.4.2 Characterizing Parasitics
Once the physical and electrical parameters of the device were measured, the next
step is to extract the parasitic capacitance so the true capacitance of the device can be
known. This is done by finding the uncertainty in the physical gap, tip deflection, and
beam uniformity and overlaying the range onto the contour map. This uncertainty
will be used to match a range of gap and tip values to a range of capacitances in the
simulated mesh. This will yield a range of possible parasitic values that will be used






















































Fig. 2.29. Simulated capacitive contour maps that illustrating rela-
tionship between both contact capacitance and the gap and tip deflec-
tion for nickel MEMS devices that are used to extract residual gradient
stress. Contour lines show lines of constant capacitance. The capac-
itance changes monotonically from one contour line to another (i.e.
the empty space between lines will have some intermediate value.)
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For example, the exemplar device used to extract the parasitic capacitances was
found to have a top surface displacement range at the anchor point of 5.90-6.34 µm,
a displacement range at the tip of 16.91-16.97 µm, and a cantilever thickness of 2.250
µm. This was used to extract a gap of 3.65-4.09 µm and a tip deflection of 14.66-
14.72 µm. In addition, from the uncertainty measurements done before, there is an
uncertainty in the uniformity of the beam. For this sample, this was found to be
±165 nm. There is also a 20 nm vertical uncertainty from the confocal microscope.
This makes the total possible optically measured gap and tip deflection 3.47-4.28 µm
and 14.48-14.90 µm, respectively. This range was overlaid onto the simulated Tip
Deflection vs. Gap curve as shown in Fig. 2.30.
The capacitances at each extreme corner of the optical rectangle correspond to the
total range possible simulated capacitances. So for Cinner, the simulated capacitance
range is 56.005-60.407 fF and for Couter it is 38.716-38.954 fF. These simulated values,
when subtracted from the example device’s electronic measurements, yield the range
of parasitic values for that device. In this case, the device’s Ctotalinner was measured
to be 89.362±0.002 pF and Ctotalouter was found to be 72.811±0.002 fF. When the
simulated values are subtracted off, Cparasitic for the entire system outside of the
device contacts was found to be: Cparasiticinner = 28.955-33.357 fF, and Cparasiticouter
= 33.857-34.095 fF. The measured total capacitances, and the calculated inner and


























































Fig. 2.30. Contour plots of Cinner and Couter with overlaid geometric
parameters of exemplar reference device. The end point capacitances
for the entire optically measured range are also labeled.
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Table 2.3.
Raw and processed inner contact capacitive measurements for all de-
vices. * indicates reference exemplar device.
Device Ctotalinner Cinner Cparasiticinner
Die4-F1* 89.362±0.002 fF 56.003-60.409 fF
28.955-33.357 fF
Die4-F4 91.494±0.002 fF 58.135-62.541 fF
Die3-F4 93.648±0.002 fF 60.289-64.695 fF
Die8-F4 86.890±0.002 fF 53.531-57.937 fF
Die7-F4 91.785±0.002 fF 58.426-62.832 fF
Die7-F1 89.442±0.002 fF 56.083-60.489 fF
Die5-C1 84.552±0.002 fF 51.193-55.599 fF
Die4-C1 83.612±0.002 fF 50.253-54.660 fF
Die7-C1 83.764±0.002 fF 50.405-54.811 fF
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Table 2.4.
Raw and processed outer contact capacitive measurements for all de-
vices. * indicates reference exemplar device.
Device Ctotalouter Couter Cparasiticouter
Die4-F1* 72.811±0.002 fF 38.714-38.956 fF
33.857-34.095 fF
Die4-F4 77.524±0.002 fF 43.427-43.669 fF
Die3-F4 82.886±0.002 fF 48.789-49.031 fF
Die8-F4 72.063±0.002 fF 37.966-38.208 fF
Die7-F4 79.749±0.002 fF 45.652-45.894 fF
Die7-F1 78.547±0.002 fF 44.450-44.692 fF
Die5-C1 69.013±0.002 fF 34.916-35.158 fF
Die4-C1 68.870±0.002 fF 34.773-35.015 fF
Die7-C1 71.132±0.002 fF 37.035-37.277 fF
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2.4.3 Extracting Gap and Curvature
A total of nine devices were measured. One device was selected for use as a
reference based on the small uncertainty in its physical parameters. The optical
range/uncertainty for all devices was determined by measuring the range of gap and
tip deflection (otherwise known as the tilt) and the plating thickness range as men-
tioned in Sec. 2.3.
All devices were electronically measured consecutively, keeping the physical posi-
tion of the probe tips as identical as possible from one device to another, using the
measurement setup described in Sec. 2.2.1.
With the extracted parasitics from the reference device, and the electronic mea-
surements of the other devices, the electronically-extracted gap and tip deflection
can be found by subtracting the extracted parasitic capacitances off of the measured
Ctotalinner and Ctotalouter , and then finding the contour outlines that corresponds to
the range of Cinner and Couter capacitances of each of the devices. The optically and
electronically measured gap and tip deflection are shown in Fig. 2.30.
2.4.4 Extracting Residual Gradient Stress and Final Results
With the non-reference devices, the electronically measured gap and tip deflec-
tion are extracted by finding the displacement to each side from the center of the
contour diamond. The horizontal direction will give the range in gap and the vertical
will yield the range in tip deflection. The data was processed to find the radius of
curvature from the tip deflection using Eq. 2.5 while the gap was specified directly.
All measured and calculated data are shown below. Table 2.5 shows the optically
measured and electronically extracted gap, Table 2.6 shows the optically measured
and electronically extracted tip deflection, and finally Table 2.7 shows the final ex-
tracted residual gradient stress of the cantilever compared to the optically extracted
method. The radius calculations used the measured uncertainty in both gap and tip
deflection to determine the full possible range of ρ. The optically-extracted ρ uses
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Fig. 2.30. Graphical representation of both optical and electronically
measured data for nine devices. The optical measurements with un-
certainties are outlined with the dashed-line rectangles, and then elec-
tronic measurements with uncertainties are outlined with solid lines.
* indicates reference device used to extract parasitic capacitance.
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optical measurements, and the electronically-extracted ρ uses electronically-extracted
measurements. The stress was calculated using Eq. 2.6, plugging in for values from
literature. Young’s modulus for electroplated nickel (E) was found to be approxi-
mately 210 GPa [52]. The thickness (H) was determined from LDV measurements.
Using a single reference device (Die4-F1), the gap and tip deflection and all other
parameters were extracted from their capacitive measurements. Good agreement was

















































(a) Error bar plot of the mean and standard deviation of the optically and electroni-























































(b) Calculated error of electronically extracted mean gap compared to optically mea-
sured mean gap
Fig. 2.31. Comparison of optically measured and electronically ex-























































(a) Error bar plot of the mean and standard deviation of the optically and electroni-




























































(b) Calculated error of electronically extracted mean gap compared to optically mea-
sured mean gap
Fig. 2.32. Comparison of optically measured and electronically ex-









































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Comparison of optically and electronically extracted residual gradient
stress data. * indicates reference exemplar device.
Device Opt. Grad. Stress Elec. Grad. Stress
Die4-F1* 77.104-86.486 MPa NA (reference)
Die4-F4 54.172-69.716 MPa 52.914-63.869 MPa
Die3-F4 22.307-34.817 MPa 22.830-30.309 MPa
Die8-F4 65.749-78.577 MPa 64.491-74.690 MPa
Die7-F4 32.195-43.934 MPa 25.752-32.619 MPa
Die7-F1 28.120-43.672 MPa 24.724-32.083 MPa
Die5-C1 118.974-139.000 MPa 126.873-146.392 MPa
Die4-C1 95.725-116.389 MPa 101.553-117.641 MPa
Die7-C1 61.281-86.576 MPa 28.200-67.110 MPa
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3. ELECTRONIC MEASUREMENT OF THE RESIDUAL
MEAN STRESS OF MEMS CANTILEVERS
3.1 Theory
In addition to residual gradient stress, residual mean stress is also a parameter
of interest that can be measured electronically using capacitive measurements in a
MEMS cantilever. In this case, a MEMS cantilever with a high residual mean stress,
and a low residual gradient stress, will result in a cantilever beam that is nominally
flat and straight, but will also result in the beam having an angular deflection from the
substrate. This is due to the residual mean stress mismatch of the materials during
fabrication, and can be caused by a variety of methods such as thermal expansion
coefficient differences, or unit cell size differences. In the case of this MEMS device,
an electroplated gold layer develops tensile stress at the anchor point compared to the
quartz substrate. This will cause the gold to tighten and pull the top surface of the
anchor point inward, leading to an angular shift of the cantilever. This is illustrated
in Fig. 3.1.
Just as discussed in Section 2.1, if there are two contacts underneath the can-
tilever, going along the length of it, a capacitance can be measured from each with
respect to the beam. These capacitances beam/cantilever, fringing, and parasitic
component. Numerical simulation of the device can yield the combined beam and
fringing capacitance, which when coupled with a reference measurement, will yield











Fig. 3.1. Simplified diagram of anchor point with overlaying grid to
illustrate how the tensile stress (σ0 > 0) in the electroplated gold
causes the angular displacement of the cantilever.
3.1.1 Methodology
Just as before, extraction of the gap and residual mean stress relies almost entirely
on repeatable high-accuracy capacitance measurements of contacts underneath the
cantilever. The contact near the anchor point will be most sensitive to changes in the
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gap while being poorly sensitive to changes in the angle, while the outer contact will
be the opposite.
Using a Maxwell 3D model, the simulated capacitance of the same structure can
be found for a range of different gaps and tip deflections. With the aid of a reference
device, a single optical measurement can be used to characterize the influence of
any outside parasitics. These parasitics can be subtracted off subsequent electronic
measurements and then the physical parameters can be extracted directly from the
contour map. In this case, the intermediate parameters desired are the same as before:
gap and tip deflection.
Once a gap and a tip deflection are known, the stress can be computed. To
find residual mean stress, the deflection angle of the beam from the anchor must be







For beams with low residual gradient stress, the angle of the beam and the residual




(1.33 + 0.45ν) (−0.014h+ 1.022) (3.2)
where σ0 is the residual mean stress, E is the Young’s modulus, ν is Poisson’s ratio
for electroplated gold, and h is the thickness of the beam in µm. It becomes clear
from this equation that most of the input parameters for this equation are material
dependent. That is, they cannot be changed without changing the material. The
only parameter that can be manipulated from fabrication is h. It was for this reason



















Point Straight Angled Cantilever
(b) Isometric 3D model of high residual mean stress MEMS device.
Fig. 3.2. Annotated top-view diagram and image of the MEMS device
used in this work
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3.1.2 Device Design
The lateral design of the device remains exactly the same before. The only change
is the vertical geometry. In this case, a material deposition process is used to create
a metal thin film that has a high residual mean stress but very little to no residual
gradient stress. This was done with a gold electroplating process instead of a nickel
one. The fabrication process remains the same as the electroplated nickel MEMS
devices, except the steps diverge at step 9. The divergent recipe is shown in A.1.1.
These MEMS devices were fabricated to have a nominal gap of approximately 4
µm, and a tip deflection of approximately 12 µm. All other nominal parameters are
identical to the nickel-plated devices.
3.1.3 Measurement Setup and Procedure
Optical Measurement
The measurement setup and procedures are similar, though not identical to those
of the residual gradient stress measurements. The physical measurement of param-
eters by confocal optical measurements are the same as before, as well as the elec-
tronic measurements. However, there is no need to perform the LDV measurements
to extract the average beam thickness. This is due to the uncertainty from the beam
uniformity being negligible, so there was no need to measure the thickness in this way.
The beam thickness was instead measured on the confocal microscope by measuring
the thickness of the electroplated gold on the anchor point.
Electronic Measurement
The electronic measurement setup was identical from Sec. 2.2.1, and all of the
same measurements and caveats apply in this case as well.
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3.1.4 Computer Model
A model was created in Maxwell 3D with the same lateral dimensions and as-
sumptions as the nickel model in Sec. 2.2.2. The beam is specified to be a flat
rectangular prism attached at one end to the anchor point. The beam’s vertical dis-
placement is determined by specifying the gap, which directly moves the edge of the
prism at the anchor point, and the tip deflection, which directly moves the prism at
the free-hanging edge. This is clearly illustrated in Fig. 3.3.
Fig. 3.3. Ansoft Maxwell 3D model of the device for extracting resid-
ual mean stress. Z-scale is exaggerated for clarity.
3.2 Uncertainty Quantification
Almost all of the same uncertainty sources and characterizations apply to this




Just as with the nickel beam MEMS devices, the uncertainty in physical char-
acteristics can be measured and quantified to find the uncertainty in the extracted
gap and tip deflection after their extraction. Since the device is almost identical in
construction to the other devices, the same parameters will be characterized.
Gold Contact Thickness
The gold contact layer on this sample was measured to be 450 nm with a standard
deviation of ±20 nm. The simulated result of this variation is shown in Fig. 3.4. As
expected, the discretization error overwhelms any trend.
Thickness (nm)






















Fig. 3.4. Simulated change in capacitance of Cinner (green) and Couter
(blue) with all parameters constant except gold contact thickness.
An analytical model must be used to find the uncertainty in this case. Using the
modified Yang’s model, the capacitive uncertainty from this variation was computed
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and is shown in Fig. 3.5. The maximum error over this range was found to be
0.00252% for Cinner and 0.00434% for Couter.
Thickness (nm)


























Fig. 3.5. Simulated change in capacitance of Cinner (blue) and Couter
(red) with all parameters constant except gold contact thickness using
an analytical model.
Beam Thickness
The thickness of the gold cantilever is also not entirely uniform, with one reason
being the non-uniform current over the entire sample during the electroplating pro-
cess. This was measured on the Alpha-Step and the mean thickness was found to be
3.81 µm with a 125 nm standard deviation. This was plugged into the FEA model
with a variation in beam thickness from 3.65-3.95 µm in 0.01 µm increments. The
resulting output uncertainty is shown in Fig. 3.6.
The capacitive uncertainty does not have any apparent pattern in it over the range
of interest. Using the modified form of Yang’s model, the uncertainty was computed
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Fig. 3.6. Simulated change in capacitance of Cinner (blue) and Couter
(red) with all parameters constant except beam thickness.
and is plotted in Fig. 3.7. The maximum error for each contact was found to be
0.000777% for Cinner and 0.00123% for Couter.
Silicon Nitride Dielectric Constant
The silicon nitride dielectric constant was varied in the model from 6.8-7.2 in 0.2
increments. The modeled uncertainty in output is shown in Fig. 3.8. Just as with the
nickel beam case, the change in capacitance was too noisy for the dielectric constant
range. If a partially-filled dielectric series-capacitance model is used, the same plot
and uncertainties are found as shown in 2.22.
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Fig. 3.7. Simulated change in capacitance of Cinner (blue) and Couter
(red) with all parameters constant except beam thickness.
Dielectric Thickness
The silicon nitride dielectric was measured on the Alpha-Step and was found to
have an average thickness of 550 nm with a standard deviation in thickness of ±20
nm. The simulated capacitive response to this variation is shown in Fig. 3.9. The
maximum capacitive uncertainty was found to be ±0.3%.
Substrate Dielectric Constant
The devices use the same fused quartz substrate discussed before. The simulation
was run with the dielectric constant varying from 3.7-3.8 in 0.1 increments. The result
is shown in Fig. 3.10. The output uncertainty from this variation is about ±0.6%.
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Dielectric Constant

























Fig. 3.8. Simulated change in capacitance of Cinner (blue) and Couter




For the residual mean stress extraction to be valid, the beam must be nominally
flat. Any curvature will complicate modeling or measurement or create uncertainties
in the final values that negate any practicality. All of the beams were optically
measured on the confocal microscope to character their flatness. A linear fit was
performed on the measurement and then used to find the maximum deviation from
the ideal fit. Both the beam measurement with fit and the deviation are shown in
Fig. 3.11.
It is clear from the plot that the cantilevers can indeed be assumed flat over their
entire length with little to no curvature or other non-idealities. The maximum surface
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Fig. 3.9. Simulated change in capacitance of Cinner (blue) and Couter
(red) with all parameters constant except silicon nitride dielectric
thickness
displacement from an ideal linear fit is only about 0.4 µm, which is negligible and
therefore any effects of this can be reasonably ignored.
3.2.3 Parametric Uncertainty
Plating Uniformity
It was found during characterization of the sample that the plating uniformity
was very good. It was consistent on every device measured over the entire sample.
The anchor points also showed a uniform thickness of the gold at each device. It is for
this reason that it can be assumed that the beams are also of uniform thickness, and
can be inferred by the measurement at the anchor point (or elsewhere on the sample,
as it was consistent everywhere). This negated the need for any LDV measurements
to extract the average thickness of the beams.
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Fig. 3.10. Simulated change in capacitance of Cinner (blue) and Couter
(red) with all parameters constant except substrate dielectric constant
Beam Tilt
The cantilevers were also found to be flat over the entire surface, and not have
any torsional tilt such as that found with the gold-plated devices. This also simplified
analysis as only one data point needed to be taken at each end of the beam. The
benefit of this is that the uncertainty in the optical measurements is greatly reduced.
Other Structural Uncertainties
The same structural uncertainties exist in this device as the electroplated nickel

































































































































































































































































































































































































































Since the setup is identical as before, there is almost no change in measured
uncertainties. The electroplating process leaves the top surface of the MEMS device
very rough, yielding uncertainty during confocal measurements. This uncertainty was
measured to be about ±100 nm. This was the only major source of optical uncertainty
during measurements.
3.2.5 Uncertainty Propagation
The uncertainties in measurements will be propagated through the extraction
process along with the data. Uncertainties in electronic measurements will create
uncertainties in the extracted gap and tip deflection. The size of these uncertainties
not only depend on the input uncertainty, but the location of the device on the contour
mesh. This dependence for the plated gold devices is shown below in Fig. 3.12. A
nominal device with a 1% uncertainty in capacitance yields a 4.612% uncertainty in
gap and a 2.993% uncertainty in tip deflection.
The maximum uncertainty in gap from all of the characterized uncertainties was
found to be 3.500% and the uncertainty in tip deflection was found to be 2.350%. If
the same assumption is made that the substrate dielectric constant will not change
over the sample space, the total uncertainty will be 1.650% for the gap and 0.929%
for the tip deflection.
3.3 Measurements and Results
3.3.1 Measurement
Just as with the curled beams to measure residual gradient stress, the straight
beams allow extraction of the residual mean stress using capacitive measurements of
the two contacts under the beam (Cinner and Couter). From the two measurements,




































































(b) % uncertainty in tip deflection










































































































































































































































































































































A sample was fabricated with the new fabrication process described in Sec. A.1.1.
About one dozen sample devices were found to be suitable for optical measurement.
The devices were characterized on the confocal microscope and the gap and tip de-
flection were recorded. Other parameters such as the dielectric/gold/beam thickness
were also recorded to better understand the nominal values of each. The devices were
then measured electronically using the procedure and measurement setup described in
2.2.1. During electronic measurements, some devices were found to be unsuitable for
further processing due to shorted contacts or having measurement values far outside
than would be reasonably expected for this type of device (possibly due to significant
debris underneath the beam, or incomplete contact etching during fabrication).
The nominal values found are then input into the Maxwell 3D model and simulated
with a varying gap and tip deflection. The gap was varied 3-6 µm and the tip deflection
was varied 8-16 µm. The cantilever was modeled as a perfectly flat rectangular prism
and was pinned at the anchor point. The contour mesh created from this simulation
had nominally straight lines with no abrupt changes and so they could be interpolated
to a higher resolution. The final mesh had a resolution of 25 nm in each direction.
The capacitive mesh for the extraction of residual mean stress is shown below in Fig.
3.13
3.3.2 Characterizing Parasitics
After the physical and electrical parameters of the devices were measured, the
extraction of the parasitics could be done. In this case, an exemplar device was
selected that had a gap of 4.2 µm, and a tip deflection of 12.3 µm. The uncertainty
in the beam thickness creates an uncertainty in both measurements of approximately
±100 nm, creating a possible optically measured range of 4.1-4.3 µm for gap and 12.2-
12.4 µm for tip deflection. This optical range was overlaid on top of the simulated
Cinner and Couter and the corresponding simulated range of capacitances was recorded.






















































Fig. 3.13. Simulated capacitive contour maps that illustrating rela-
tionship between both contact capacitance and the gap and tip de-
flection for gold MEMS devices used to extract residual mean stress.
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respectively. When these values are subtracted off the corresponding measurements,
they yield a Cparasiticinner of 24.514-25.024 fF and a Cparasiticouter of 28.996-29.206 fF.
The table of measured and extracted capacitances is shown in Tables 3.2 and 3.3.
Table 3.2.
Raw and processed inner contact capacitive measurements for all de-
vices. * indicates reference exemplar device.
Device Ctotalinner Cinner Cparasiticinner
Die9-D1* 77.774±0.002 fF 52.748-53.262 fF
24.514-25.024 fF
Die4-A1 80.756±0.002 fF 55.730-56.244 fF
Die5-D4 83.197±0.002 fF 58.171-58.685 fF
Die4-D4 84.702±0.002 fF 59.676-60.190 fF
Die10-D1 77.590±0.002 fF 52.565-53.079 fF
Die9-A1 74.470±0.002 fF 49.444-49.958 fF
3.3.3 Extracting Gap and Angle
A total of six devices were measured. One device was selected as a reference
based on its physical parameters being closest to the nominal design. All devices
were measured consecutively while keeping the probe position as close to identical as
possible from one device to another, using the measurement setup described in 2.2.1.
Following the calculation of the parasitics of both contacts, Cinner and Couter for all
the devices can be found, which can then easily be used to find the electronically
measured gap and tip deflection using the contour mesh of Fig. 3.13. The optically
and electronically measured gap and tip deflection are both plotted in Fig. 3.14. The
table of corresponding numerical data is shown in Table 3.4.
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Table 3.3.
Raw and processed outer contact capacitive measurements for all de-
vices. * indicates reference exemplar device.
Device Ctotalouter Couter Cparasiticouter
Die9-D1* 68.036±0.002 fF 38.828-39.042 fF
28.996-29.206 fF
Die4-A1 70.128±0.002 fF 40.921-41.135 fF
Die5-D4 73.622±0.002 fF 44.415-44.629 fF
Die4-D4 72.522±0.002 fF 43.314-43.528 fF
Die10-D1 68.663±0.002 fF 39.455-39.669 fF
Die9-A1 65.352±0.002 fF 36.144-36.358 fF
3.3.4 Extracting Residual Mean Stress and Final Results
After the gap and tip deflection are extracted, the beam angle can be found.
The height difference between the anchor and the tip must be found, which can be
calculated by subtracting the gap range from the tip deflection range. The resulting
range describes all the possible vertical displacements above the anchor that the tip
can have, and by using Eq. 3.1, θ can be found. θ is directly relatable to residual mean
stress by Eq. 3.2. Young’s modulus for electroplated gold was found in literature to
be about 40 GPa, and the Poisson’s ratio used was that of typical gold which is
0.4 [54]. The beam thickness was 3.8 µm. Tables 3.5 and 3.6 show the optical and
final computed data from these two equations, and a comparison of the two through
an error analysis.
Using a single reference device (Die9-D1), good agreement was found between the
optically measured parameters and the electronically extracted ones.
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Fig. 3.14. Graphical representation of both optical and electronically
measured data for five devices. The optical measurements with uncer-
tainties are shown with the dotted-line rectangles, and then electronic
measurements with uncertainties are shown with the solid figures. *
indicates reference device used to extract parasitic capacitance.
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Table 3.4.
Comparison of optically and electronically extracted gap data and the
computed error. * indicates reference exemplar device.
Device Opt. Gap Elec. Gap
Die9-D1* 4.08-4.32 µm NA (reference)
Die4-A1 3.88-4.12 µm 3.650-3.975 µm
Die5-D4 3.88-4.12 µm 3.775-4.050 µm
Die4-D4 3.68-3.92 µm 3.200-3.450 µm
Die10-D1 4.38-4.62 µm 4.300-4.675 µm
Die9-A1 4.28-4.52 µm 4.325-4.850 µm
Table 3.5.
Comparison of optically and electronically extracted tip deflection and
calculated angle data. * indicates reference exemplar device.
Device Opt. Tip Def. Elec. Tip Def. Opt. Angle Elec. Angle
Die9-D1* 12.18-12.42 µm NA (reference) 1.802-1.912° NA (reference)
Die4-A1 10.68-10.92 µm 10.500-10.925 µm 1.504-1.614° 1.496-1.668°
Die5-D4 8.38-8.62 µm 8.450-8.750 µm 0.976-1.086° 1.008-1.140°
Die4-D4 9.08-9.32 µm 9.175-9.550 µm 1.183-1.293° 1.312-1.455°
Die10-D1 11.88-12.12 µm 11.350-11.875 µm 1.664-1.774° 1.530-1.736°



































(a) Error bar plot of the mean and standard deviation of the optically and electroni-









































(b) Calculated error of electronically extracted mean gap compared to optically mea-
sured mean gap
Fig. 3.15. Comparison of optically measured and electronically ex-
tracted gap of the electroplated gold MEMS devices.
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Table 3.6.
Comparison of optically and electronically extracted residual mean
stress and the computed error. * indicates reference exemplar device.
Device Opt. Res. Stress Elec. Res. Stress
Die9-D1* 0.861-0.914 GPa NA (reference)
Die4-A1 0.719-0.771 GPa 0.715-0.797 GPa
Die5-D4 0.467-0.519 GPa 0.482-0.545 GPa
Die4-D4 0.565-0.618 GPa 0.627-0.696 GPa
Die10-D1 0.795-0.848 GPa 0.731-0.830 GPa









































(a) Error bar plot of the mean and standard deviation of the optically and electroni-
















































(b) Calculated error of electronically extracted mean gap compared to optically mea-
sured mean gap
Fig. 3.16. Comparison of optically measured and electronically ex-
tracted residual mean stress of the electroplated gold MEMS devices.
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4. FUTURE WORK
4.1 More Degrees of Freedom
The most obvious future extension of this work is to develop a methodology to
measure the gap, residual mean stress, and the residual gradient stress all at the
same time instead of gap and only one of the stress parameters. This requires using
a model with three degrees of freedom instead of two that we have presented this
far. The easiest way to add another degree of freedom to the model is to add another
contact underneath the beam. Fig. 4.1 shows the 3D diagram of a hypothetical device
using three sensing contacts instead of two. This model offers a way to measure all








Fig. 4.1. Hypothetical three-contact device for concurrent measure-
ment of residual and residual gradient stress of the cantilever.
The key difference is that the extra degree of freedom allows variation in three
parameters for simulating capacitance instead of two. Three-dimensional tables are
generated compared to the two-dimensional tables that we have worked with so far.
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Consequently, instead of finding the intersection of two capacitive contour lines on a
plane, the new methodology would find the intersection of three capacitive contour
planes in a three-dimensional space. This is illustrated in Fig. 4.1.
A capacitive measurement on each contact will correspond to a particular contour
plane for that contact’s look-up table. This can be repeated for each contact and
then the resulting planes can simply be overlayed on top of each other just as in
the two-dimensional case. The intersection point will occur at some coordinate that
specifies the gap, tip deflection, and beam angle. An example case is shown in Fig.
4.2.
Other parameters of interest might also be suitable for extraction using this
methodology. For example, if the stress is very low or the device tolerances are
repeatable to a high degree of accuracy, then other aspects of the MEMS device can
be extracted electronically, such as various properties of the dielectric such as the
thickness, dielectric constant, or charging over time.
4.2 Using Voltage as a Degree of Freedom
Other parameters that would be of interest to read electronically would include
material parameters like Young’s modulus or device parameters like the spring con-
stant. It is not fully understood how these properties changes over the age of a device
or how they are related to the different ways that a device can fail. They may show
changes in their values as a device is close to failure.
The Young’s modulus/spring constant of a cantilever could be read by way of
measuring the beam deflection to an increasing voltage until it reaches pull-in. If
the gap and tip deflection could be measured under bias, then the entire response of
the beam will be known. A simulation can be run of the device model that sweeps
through the Young’s modulus or spring constant until a best fit to the data is found.
This process is illustrated in Fig. 4.3.
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(a) Contour planes for Cinner
(b) Contour planes for Cmiddle
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(c) Contour planes for Couter
Fig. 4.1. Simulated capacitive contour planes for the three-contact
MEMS device shown in Fig. 4.1. The contour planes for each contact
are shown in subfigures (a), (b), and (c).
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Fig. 4.2. A hypothetically measured contour plane is selected for each
contact. The intersection of the three planes yields a point that can
be used to extract the parameters of interest. The coordinates of the
planar intersection yields the gap, tip deflection, and the beam tilt
angle.
Once the electronic methods of measuring gap, stress, and Young’s modulus is
achieved, these parameters will then be monitored on a device being cycled over long
periods of time. This will allow us to explicitly determine how these parameters
change over the lifetime of the device and whether any changes in one or more of the
parameters serve as an end of life indicator.
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Voltage(V)















Fig. 4.3. A hypotethical measured beam gap is plotted as the red
circles. A sweep of Young’s modulus can be performed on the device
model and the best fit response will be the one with the Young’s




A.1 Residual Gradient Stress Extraction MEMS devices
The device was fabricated using the following general process:
1. Start with a polished alumina or fused quartz substrate
2. Sputter deposit ∼10/300 nm thick Ti/Au contact layer
3. Pattern the contact layer with AZ1827 photoresist and etch using TFA gold
etchant
4. Deposit ∼500 nm of Silicon Nitride using PECVD process
5. Pattern the dielectric layer with AZ1827 and etch using SF6 plasma
6. Deposit ∼3 µm thick AZ1827 sacrificial photoresist
7. Pattern the sacrificial layer with AZ1827
8. Hard bake photoresist for 5 minutes at 190°
9. Sputter deposit 100nm thick Titanium
10. Evaporation deposit 30nm thick Nickel seed layer
11. Pattern the plating mold using AZ9260
12. Electroplate Nickel beams at 6 mA/cm2 using nickel playing solution
13. Expose plating mold to UV light for a long period of time, then develop it away
14. Etch Nickel with 1:1 HCl until exposed seed layer disappears
15. Etch Ti with 1:20 diluted HF until it disappears
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16. Etch away sacrificial layer using heated PRS-2000
17. Replace PRS-2000 with Isopropyl alcohol
18. Release device using critical point drying
A.1.1 Residual Mean Stress Extraction MEMS Devices
The residual mean stress extraction MEMS devices had a very similar fabrica-
tion process as the residual gradient stress extraction devices, but had the following
divergence in the recipe:
9. Sputter deposit 10nm Ti/Au seed layer
10. Pattern and etch plating mold layer made of AZ1827
11. Electroplate gold beams at 6 mA/cm2 up to about 4µm in thickness
12. Expose plating mold to UV light for a long period of time, then develop it away
13. Etch Au with TFA gold etchant until exposed seed layer disappears
14. Etch Ti with 1:20 diluted HF until it disappears
15. Etch away sacrificial layer using heated PRS-2000
16. Replace PRS-2000 with Isopropyl alcohol
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